Canalside Charm
Wendy Baker is an interior designer who can get the best out of materials,
whether that’s apple boxes or the most expensive wallpaper in Wiltshire!

A

fter living in France for six
years we felt it was time to
come home. We were
homesick, missed the rain (as if ), we
found the French annoying, but it is
their country, so we left! We returned
to Wiltshire where we have friends.
Thinking it would be easy to find a
little cottage with three bedrooms
and a garden for a certain price, we
instructed several estate agents. It was
three years before we finally found
somewhere that fulfilled all our
dreams... and the estate agents were
glad to see the back of us in the end!
The cottage is in the most
wonderful position beside the Kennet
Canal. We have ducks and geese, and
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swans come to feed from the kitchen
door every morning and evening. I say
there are ducks but we have been not
seen them for nearly six months now.
We are beginning to think they were
just hired for the viewing!
Phase 1 of the renovation has just
been completed. The structural works
are finished, most of the electrics and
major problems sorted out. I do have a
tight budget and to date I am spot on
target, although I did have to cut quite
a few corners, but that is half the fun.
Fun is maybe the wrong word, but
you have to use your imagination and
compromise, and I like a challenge.
We moved into the cottage – my
husband, myself and Beatrice my

wonderful old spaniel – at the end of
October 2010, close enough to
Christmas to make me panic. It was a
Friday and a new set of builders were
starting on Monday. I knew it was a
mistake. I always advise my clients to
move in and get to know the house
before making any costly decisions,
but, of course, I am an interior
designer and know everything. I was
wrong, but I have survived... just.
Kitchen
The kitchen, as always, cost the
most. Not the units as I cheated by
buying B&Q carcases and got my
carpenter to make the simple doors.
The money went on the white goods.
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The Smeg fridge was expensive but I
love it, and as we had a small undercounter freezer we put that into the
walk-in larder (my dream come
true.) The free-standing stove was a
silly price and I regret it, but it was
what I wanted, so I must not
complain.
I had the same farmhouse double
sink in France and the taps were a bit
too expensive but that’s how it goes. I
had American oak wooden worktops
made in staves (boards that go
horizontally and are wider than usual).
I didn’t oil them as I don’t like that
ginger- wood look. Instead my
daughter and I made up a mixture of
white and ebony water paint, which
turned out to be a wonderful grey, and
the oak grain shows through and the
soft grey looks wonderful. Then we
put three coats of matt yacht varnish
on so they are hard-wearing.
I am not very keen on wall-to-wall
kitchen units, preferring to add some
freestanding pieces here and there.
Perhaps an old dresser or as in this case
some metal shelving made by our
lovely postman in his spare time. Now
I can show off all my favourite bowls,
and every piece reminds me of
something or someone in my life. It
gives me a nice warm feeling to see
them on a daily basis.
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The zinc ‘island’ is
great as well as being
useful as a breakfast bar;
the swivel chairs are
1970s, and I found them
in Tetbury just recently –
every kitchen should have
one! The zinc top cost me
quite a bit but it gives an
industrial feel to the
kitchen which is my
favourite style at the
moment.
Unfortunately the
previous owner had the
floorboards replaced with
concrete. As the price of
reclaimed wide boards
was too much for my
budget, I had to
compromise and buy new
9” dried floorboards,
which have been painted
and varnished. The
carpenter used large nails
to give a distressed
country look.
I put Fired Earth
‘Valencia’ thick tiles on
the wall over the stove
and the paint colours are
a soft greyish green. To
tone in with those I used

Above The flower room features an over-large sink, which
had to be bought to match the over-size taps!
Left The boot room utilises a plank atop apple boxes
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Paint Library Slate 2 to cover some of
the beams (which are not very old so I
can be forgiven). The top half of the
walls are Slate 3, then under that, on
the lower half of the walls, I used Slate
4, and finally on the floor Slate 5. The
kitchen feels spacious but still looks
homely.
Cheap versus extravagant
This is a very simple entrance hall,
again with painted floorboards. I
have old vintage hooks for the coats
and a plank of distressed scaffolding
held up with apple boxes. There is a
narrow console table in zinc and the
most expensive wallpaper in
Wiltshire! To some people it might
just look like distressed floorboards
on the wall, and that it what it is
supposed to look like. It cost £££s,
but I don’t care as I only bought one
roll!
In the flower room, the Belfast
sink is very large because when I
bought some marvellous old brass
taps off eBay to go with it, I did not
check their size, and when they
arrived they were too big. The
plumber had to get his mate to help
lift them in place. And then I had to
buy a bigger basin to match the taps.
Looks a bit crazy but fun, so they are
staying. Problem is they are too
heavy for me to turn!
Living room
We have not done much to this
room as it comes into Phase 2. We
have a new grey carpet and the walls
are painted with ‘Shimmering stone’
by Farrow and Ball. The sofas, which
we bought about 30 years ago, are by
Kingcome and wonderful. They have
had about six new covers over the
years, and new ones are on order. I
have some big cushions that hide a
multitude of sins for the moment,
which I bought from Restoration
Hardware in New York, one of the
best ideas furniture stores in the
States.
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Upside-down beams
The studio (right) has high ceilings
and beams. Actually the beams are the
wrong way up as the saw mill made a
mistake, but I don’t think there are any
hard and fast rules. I splashed out and
put in a tiny wood burning stove and
bought another roll of that wallpaper
because I love it so. Sean the decorator
asked if he should paper around the
sides of the chimney breast, but when
I told him how much it cost, he
understood and papered the front
only! I have left the main wall pink
plaster and painted the other walls
with Little Greene French grey.
Salle de Bain
The retro bathroom (opposite) is
stunning, like something from a film
set. Again a double-ended bath and
tables for your G&T. The chrome
shower has a huge Victorian ‘rain’

shower head which is fun. The tiles are
very cheap and are called Metro (after
the Metro tiles on the platforms in
Paris). I used grey grout instead of
white, and grey grout on the sheets of
round mosaic tiles on the floor.
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We did have a problem with the
hot and cold water being connected
the wrong way around. When you
pulled the chain, the cistern filled up
with hot water and the bath filled up
with cold water. Won’t be using that
plumber again!
Wendy Baker Interiors, Bridge Cottage,
Little Bedwyn. 01672 871600, see
wendybakerinteriors.co.uk for details of
the design school opening in September

Right The guest bathroom features this huge
double-ended bath, although you do need
some ‘body’ at the other end to stop to
slipping under!

Above The guest bedroom is such a pretty, simple room. The lamp is a copy
of a BTC lamp, costs less too, and the oil paintings are of Victorian gardens
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